FROM THE

PRESIDENT
Greetings and welcome to the all new Extreme
Flight newsletter, AIRMAIL, your direct portal into
what’s new and exciting at Extreme Flight! Inside this
issue you’ll find details on our latest releases, teasers
about upcoming products, helpful hints and even an
article from Jase Dussia helping you to perfect the
Crankshaft maneuver. Please come on in, have a look
around and tell your friends to subscribe. Lots of super cool content planned in the coming issues.
Our design team has
been working overtime
during the Covid crisis
and the results of this
labor are now coming
to fruition. In addition
to the brand new 85”
Slick and 104” Extra
NG we just released,
we’ve been test flying
a gorgeous 85” MXS
as well as the v2 version of the much loved
64” MXS. These 2
new airframes are only
a few weeks away so
stay tuned for the official release announcements.
The head of our Skunkworx program, Ben Fisher
has been working on a top secret project since September of 2019 and has built no less than 5 prototypes
of this groundbreaking design, carefully testing and
refining it until he was completely satisfied. I was
able to get several flights on the most recent version
last month and I must say Mr. Fisher has hit a home
run! We are anxiously awaiting factory built prototypes to arrive here in the States so the next round of
testing can begin. It’s a little early to let the cat out
of the bag, but suffice it to say this project is going to
turn some heads!
With the release of the new 104” Extra NG we are

trying out a new instruction format, a 3 part video assembly manual. In January of 2020 Ben Fisher and I
spent a week with the Dussia family in their workshop
and filmed the assembly of the Extra NG, with John
and Jase providing us a detailed step by step guide to
assembling a competition winning machine. We feel
this format is vastly superior to the printed paper manual as we are able to delve much deeper into the assembly process and provide much more detailed information. There are many
hints and tips within these
videos that can be applied
to most any gas powered
aerobatic airframe. There
is a wealth of information
to be gleaned from these
videos so please take advantage of what they have
to offer!
These are crazy times
we are living in and it is
our hope that this amazing
hobby of ours will provide
you with a much needed
85” MXS escape from the madness.
You can count on us here
at Extreme Flight to continue to dream, design, innovate and produce the best flying aircraft in the business. As always we are so very appreciative of your
continued support and we sincerely thank you for your
business!
Blue skies and fair winds!

Chris Hinson,
Founder and President
ExtremeFlightRC

COMING SOON
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MXS EXP V2
Wingspan:
64” with tips

M S

Length:
58.5”

Wing Area:
752 sq in.
Weight:
5-6 lbs.

Power:
XPWR22
ESC:
AirBoss80
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50cc is

BACK

Choose and equip your own awesome 85”

85 Extra

All three of our new 85” aircraft can take a wide
range of power options. A 50CC gas engine provides
unlimited vertical on these lightweight aircraft, and
a 60-61CC engine pulls them out of hover with decisive authority. For electric systems, our XPWR 40CC
motor provides excellent pullout and power for big
maneuvers, but at only a slight weight penalty, the
XPWR 60CC motor provides mind-bending performance. A single servo on each control surface means
you can choose high-speed and high-power and still
have an affordable setup. While they are all capable
of the full range of precision, 3D, and XA maneuvers,
each of the 85’s has a disctinct personality...

Perfect Balance

and better than ever!

The Extra is the poised, balanced performer of the
group, executing precision maneuvers like a much
larger aircraft, thanks to its careful design and light
weight. Unlimited 3D and XA maneuvering also come
in this beautiful package. We recommend the Extra
for pilots looking for a pefect balance of precision and
post-stall performance manners.

85 Slick

A new generation of ultra-lightweight 85” aircraft from
ExtremeFlightRC produces stunning performance on
simple, affordable 50-61CC engines.
The new Extreme Flight 85” 50cc class series of
aircraft may just be the best “bang for the buck” RC
aerobatic aircraft currently available!
Purpose built for the multitude of 50-61cc engines
currently on the market, these aircraft possess the best
of giant scale flight characteristics, yet are compact
enough to be transported in most vehicles. State of the
art design and construction techniques and a high
level of prefabrication mean these models go together in a couple of evenings, giving you more time at
the flying field and less time in the shop. New quick
mount wing, stab and canopy features allow these aircraft to be assembled in record time at the flying field

and disassembled for transport just as fast when your
flying session is over. Premium hardware and components and gorgeous high visibility Ultracote color
schemes coupled with industry leading flight performance make these “must have” models for your fleet!
In addition to the best selling 85” Extra 300 and Edge
540T, the brand new Slick 580 is now in stock and
ready to ship! Based on the award winning 120cc
Slick 580, this model delivers all of the performance
of its bigger sibling in an affordable, quick building
and easy to transport package. Experience for yourself the superior flight characteristics of the Extreme
Flight 85” lineup!

85 Edge
Almost Like Cheating

If you are used to flying 3D with a smaller aircraft,
step up to the Edge. You won’t believe the stability
and predictability this ultra-light airframe provides.
Coupled with a blinding roll rate and tremendous pitch
authority, the Edge is an airframe that will help you
get started in giant scale, and then take you to the top.

Controlled Aggression
With aerodynamics based on our contest-winning
105” Slick 580 freestyle machine, the 85” Slick gives
you the most aggressive freestyle package available
for single-cylinder power. Being good at freestyle
means an aircraft needs to deliver perfect stabililty,
then instantly provide maximum authority and rotation. The Slick delivers, converting speed to rotation
with authority, then flying out of each maneuver with
precision and ease. Down low, it doesn’t bite, giving
you rock-solid harrier and gentle low-speed handling.
Then throttle up and go for another wild ride!

High-Tech Hinging

TRIPLE
CROWN
WINNER.

by Jeff Williams

Let’s take a look at the simple, but sometimes mysterious, process of installing CA hinges. These hinges
have been around for decades but have become very
popular in smaller planes in the last 20 years. They
offer a lightweight, strong but simple installation for
many balsa planes that are ARF or kit built. Extreme
Flight ARF aircraft up to 7-8 lbs. typically use CA
hinges. Handled correctly, these hinges should last
the life of your aircraft, but it’s necessary to do a few
things properly to have complete success.
First, we need to use the correct glue when installing these hinges. The correct glue is FRESH bottle of
thin CA glue…but sometimes when you’re anxious to
get started on a build, you might find that all you have
is medium or thick CA glue, or maybe an ancient old
bottle of thin CA in your toolbox, all gummy from
age. Don’t do it! Be patient, and use the right stuff.
Why? Let’s examine.
The difference between thin and thick liquids is
their viscosity. Syrup, for example, has a higher viscosity than water. Viscosity is, technically, the amount
of friction arising within a liquid as it is forced to
move. Viscosity is typically measured in centipoise,
where water is 1 centipoise, and thin CA is usually
around 5 to 10 centipoise, depending on the brand.
Medium CA, however, is usually around 200-400 centipoise. This very low viscosity of thin CA allows it to
flow into and saturate porous materials, whereas the
much higher viscosity of even medium CA means that,
compared to thin, it won’t saturate materials nearly as
quickly and easily.
This is why, if we apply a drop of thin CA to a
hinge, it almost immediately disappears, drawn into
the porous wood quickly because of its low viscosity.
The glue wicks deep into the hinge slot to form a solid
bond between the entire hinge surface and the wood,
whereas medium or thick CA (or very old thin CA in
poor condition) cannot flow like this and will simply
remain on the surface where we apply them.
The downside of thin CA is a very short work time,
so I recommend a small applicator tip anytime you use
thin CA. I also recommend you never use accelerator

on thin, as it introduces bubbles into the CA and will
weaken thin CA. Furthermore, thin CA wicks in and
sets so fast that accelerator should not be necessary.

Only a few drops! Only apply as much thin CA as will wick in, 2-3
drops is typically all it takes to fully adhere a CA hinge.

Most CA glue companies offer fine tips, such as these from BSI.

When I begin installing CA hinges into an Extreme
Flight RC plane I check all the precut slots for any
debris, occasionally during the manufacturing process
small pieces of balsa may become lodged and a quick
slide of an Xacto #11 blade down into that slot will
usually clear it, I will say this does not happen often.
Next, I insert the hinge halfway into the center of the
slot, take my thin CA with a tip and allow only a tiny
drop of CA to one edge of my hinge and allow it to
cure. This will keep the hinge in place while sliding
the surface onto the other half of that hinge.
Now mate the opposing surface onto the hinge and
make sure it is able to deflect to your desired amount,
and be sure that the gap between the surface and the
airplane’s mating edge is minimal. Now deflect the
surface only enough to get your tip onto the hinge and
apply a few drops of thin CA, do this to both sides of
the hinge and repeat the process to assure saturation of
that hinge. Be careful not to apply too much CA at one
time, I typically only apply a few drops, allow it to

fully cure and then hit it again with a few drops.
Don’t do more than 2-3 drops at a time! The small
applicator tip makes this so much easier. If you do apply too much CA, it won’t be able to sufficiently wick
into the hinge slot and will remain on the surface, and
because of its low viscosity, it may run across your
covering material, leaving an ugly steak. Don’t worry,
however, a little acetone on a paper towel will clean
up CA (but be careful about getting acetone on paint,
such as on cowls and canopies, as it may attack the
surface).
When completed, allow to cure completely then fully deflect the surface making sure it is has free travel.
If the surface is still stiff repeat deflecting the surface
until it moves freely. That’s all there is to installing
CA hinges, and next time you are tempted to use the
wrong glue, remember how viscosity works and wait
for a new bottle of fresh, thin CA.
-Jeff Williams is a commercial pilot for a major airline
and currently a Captain, instructor and check airman
on the 757/767 with around 16,000 hours of flight time
and has 2 aviation degrees. He has been flying RC
for over 40 years. He has been an ExtremeFlightRC
“Team Extreme” pilot since 2005 and has written
many instruction manuals.

Jase Dussia flew a box-stock ExtremeFlight 104”
Laser to victory in the XFCv2, Clover Creek Invitational, and Tucson shootout freestyle competitions in the same year. This has never been done
before. And certainly not with an out-of-the-box
ARF aircraft. The ExtremeFlight line of 35% competition aircraft:
Experience the Difference.

SENSEI

Pilot ProfilE:

By Ben Fisher

Bob Sawyer

Bob has worked on some historic and amazing aircraft. “To help explain some of these pictures, I worked
for Lockheed Aircraft for 3 years, NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center for 9 years, and I was the founder of
two aerospace composite manufacturing companies
here in San Antonio, Fab Masters Inc. and Fiber Art
Inc, and I was the senior VP of Operations and director of design at an aerospace components manufacturing company in San Antonio for 13 years.”

You might have seen incredible build threads on
the internet, detailing the scratch design and build of
amazing, ultra-lightweight super-giant scale planes by
a builder named “Sensei”. I first started following Sensei’s amazing work on Flying giants in the early 2000’s.
He garnered a lot of attention then with a 70% scale
Staudacher build that blew everyone away.

80% Extra 260

70% Staudacher

He went on to design many ultra-lightweight largescale aircraft, sharing all of the details of his methods.
I benefitted greatly from the Sensei techniques when I
was learning aircraft design. The man behind the myth
is Bob Sawyer, of San Antonio, Texas, and we caught
up with him for this edition of Airmail, and asked him
about his modeling career.
Bob has spent his career in aviation as a composites
fabrication expert, working on prototype and test aircraft, designing ultra-lightweight interiors for corporate jets, and founding two aerospace manufacturing
companies. Now officially retired, Bob still takes on a
few jobs in aerospace composites consulting.

“I started building and flying free flight and u-control model airplanes at age 7, when I was in my teens
I got into r/c airplanes, I started self learning how to
make small fiberglass parts and molds for my hobby,
the road of hard knocks for sure. Some of the guys
in the club were also into home built airplanes and
worked for NASA. Long story short, within a couple of
years I got into NASA through association with model
airplanes and spent my entire adult life in aviation.”

RPRV-870 HiMAT (Highly Maneuverable
Aircraft Technology)

NASA HL-10

Bob uses his fanatical obsession with light weight
structures, learned working on some of the most
exotic aircraft of all time, to guide his RC designs. His
scratch-bult aircraft are unbelievably light, his 55%
scale designs weighing approximately as much as typical 40% aircraft at the time.
Bob is still an avid RC flyer, and we are honored that
he owns many ExtremeFlight aircraft. We asked him to
choose his favorite:

“This is one of the NASA lifting bodies, the HL-10.
We loaned it out to an event in Los Angeles and the
crane operator dropped it from like 40’ high. I was
given the task to restore it when we got it back, it took
me almost two years to repair it.”

Custom lightweight private jet lavatory

“The ExtremeFlight Slick 580 is the very best of
all worlds in my opinion, you can fly old school 3D,
precision or the really high energy stuff like XA. It flies
all three types of flying very well but my favorite is the
high energy stuff, so I will always have one of their
580s in my hanger.”

New Product Spotlight:

The XPWR 22cc Brushless Motor

FLIGHT REPORT
by Doc Austin

airplanes.”
The XPWR 22 retains
the same length, prop
mounting dimensions, and
X-mount dimensions as the 4016T500 it replaces.
“It’s a drop-in fit. You can literally unscrew the
4016 and bolt the 22 in its place, and hook it up with
no changes. This is important so that pilots can use the
22 on their existing Extreme Flight aircraft, and continue to use their 4016’s on our new releases.”
The XPWR 22cc uses a 6S lipo to develop nearly
2000 watts of power in 3D applications. “That’s a
whole lot of power on a 5-6 lb.airplane,” said Hinson.
“If you keep a 16X7 prop on the 22, it feels a lot like
the 4016, but a bit lighter and much better cooling. If
you prop up to 16x8 or 17x6, it starts to pull away.”
The XPWR 22cc is now the recommended motor
for all Extreme Flight 6S-sized aircraft, including the
60-64” aerobatic designs, the Muscle Bipe, and the
84” Turbo Bushmaster.
Chris Hinson said, “The XPWR 22cc opens up even
more possibilities in the 6S size class. Battery tech
continues to move forward, and as packs get lighter,
we can carry more capacity for the same weight. Our
airframes continue to get lighter and stronger, servos
improve...the 6S class of airplanes are tremendous
performers, and things keep getting better.”
The XPWR22cc motor is available now at www.
ExtremeFlight.com and has been selling out quickly,
but new shipments are arriving constantly.

Flying the new Extreme Flight Gamebird EXP made
for an odd flight report. All the Extreme Flight planes
do everything well. They all just have their own strong
points and excel in different areas. For Example the
Extra does the cleanest precision, the Edge harriers
best and the Slick and Velox are the best tumbling
planes. Each gives up a little something to the others,
though admittedly those differences are becoming
smaller with each new release.
Where this comes off the rails is the Gamebird.
This plane does everything exceptionally well, but it
doesn’t give up anything to the others in any area. The
Extra is still a little more graceful, but the Gamebird is
as smooth and precise. I think the Gamebird harriers
every bit as good as the Edge, and tumbles very much
like a Velox. Essentially the Gamebird gives other
planes no quarter.
The Gamebird does so many things so beautifully
it was difficult to know where to start talking about it,
but the stability and ease of flight are what impressed
me the most. It’s just one happy plane that you can
trust on the edge and on the deck. This part of her
behavior is simply remarkable.
This is where the Gamebird sets itself apart from
the others. It simply never loses it’s composure no
matter how hard you push it and stays planted where
you put it. Even the wind doesn’t affect it that much
and I know that because we fly in 10-15mph wind
every day, and sometimes 20-25mph.
No doubt about it, this is a big plane. The fuselage is
fat with lots of side area, the canopy is monstrous and

the fin and rudder are tall and out of the downwash
(part of where the stability comes from). It almost
looks like a 65” or something, and big planes are usually not as lively and responsive as this plane is.
While she harriers like a plane with a gyro cranked
off the scale, you can still whip her around in a harrier
turn with rudder, a little opposite aileron and a sharp
blast of throttle. You can almost spin her around on the
inside wingtip, but right now I am being careful and
the best I could manage was within half a wingspan
The Gamebird gives up nothing to any of the others
in harrier, either. In fact, it might even be better than
the Edge, which has always been the harrier pinnacle.
There is zero wing rock, even when you get sloppy, and
I even tried. She’s just remarkably (again) stable all the
way around. It’s getting even better as I fly her more,
but it’s already effortless to drive her up and down the
runway with the nose way up there.
In every area of performance, the Gamebird either
excels or equals anything I’ve ever flown. She is light
flying, extremely agile and as precise as they come.
You can fly her extremely precisely, or thrash the hell
out of her, or just putter around with utter confidence.
Bottom line, you need to try the 60” Gamebird from
Extreme Flight.
-”Doc” Austin Brammer is an international man of
mystery. A long-time member of the espionage community, he once tried to teach Cindy Crawford how to fly
the Lomcevak. Buy him a drink and he’ll tell you what
it was like to party wth Hunter S. Thompson. You can
find him at www.docaustinextreme.blogspot.com
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A new era has arrived at Extreme
flight RC. The venerable Torque
4016-T500 motor, which has
powered tens of thousands of our aircraft, has
ceased production. In
its place, a new star
has risen: The XPWR 22cc.
The original aim of the Torque line of
motors, said Extreme Flight founder and CEO Chris
Hinson, was to take the guesswork out of choosing
components:
“That was the early says of serious electric aerobatics. We could see that there was a lack of quality
motors and a lack of information. People didn’t know
how to choose a brushless motor for best performance,
and we didn’t want the performance of our aircraft
hampered by a weak or heavy motor. So, we decided
to build our own!”
Many trans-oceanic flights and many design meetings, lab testing and flight testing sessions went into
the original Extreme Flight motors: “Quality was foremost in our minds, and after our quality goals were
met, then we had to make them affordable. It wasn’t
easy, but eventually we had our own line of motors
which served us well for over a decade.”
When it came time to revolutionize the lineup, the
Exreme Flight team decided to symbolize the new era
with a new brand: XPWR.
“The new XPWR 22cc motor reflects the evolving
technology in our industry,” said Hinson. “There are
so many improvements available, it was time for a
new product in our most popular electric size, the 6S

60” Gamebird GB-1
84” Bushmaster

60” Laser EXP

65” Thunderbolt

60” Slick 580

Extreme Flight has been at the forefront of electric airframe and power system
development since the introduction of brushless electric motors and lithium polymer
battery technology to our hobby in the early 2000s. Having produced electric specific
airframes ranging from 44 inches to 95 inches, we have found a particular range that
in our opinion is the current “Sweet Spot” for electric flight. Powered by our powerful,
reliable and efficient XPWR 22 Brushless Outrunner and a single 6S 3300-5000 mah
lithium polymer battery, this range of aircraft delivers big plane flight performance

62” FW190

72” Muscle Coupe

60” Extra 300

54” Muscle Bipe

in a reasonably priced package that is quick and easy to assemble and small
enough to easily transport to and from the flying field. This fleet of airframes
begins with our 54” Legacy Aviation Muscle Bipe and extends through our 60”
EXP aerobatic thoroughbreds, Aces High Warbirds and on to our 84” Legacy
Turbo Bushmaster. Discover for yourself the pure excitement that these models
deliver! Regardless of your preference or flying style, Extreme Flight has a
model for you. How sweet it is!

With JASE DUSSIA

Q. Jase, I watch all of your videos and they’ve helped me a lot. I can fly a

tumble, but I can’t get my plane to rotate as fast or as many times as yours do.
How can I make my tumbles better?

A.

Often after a demo flight of mine or after
someone watches one of my videos, I receive
positive feedback regarding high energy tumbling maneuvers. Not only is it cool to witness a RC airplane
withstand such a violent looking maneuver, but it is
something almost every pilot would love to perform
with their own airplane. Probably the most popular
tumble currently is what most call a “crankshaft”. It’s
basically an end over end rotation about the lateral
axis of the airplane usually in a horizontal flight pattern. I can’t promise that you’ll be able to perform this
maneuver after reading this, but I truly believe if you
keep these techniques in mind you will be on the right
track for practice.
The biggest thing to keep in mind is that inertia
and gravity are the two biggest things preventing
unlimited rotations. In a knife edge spin for instance,
you can perform unlimited gyroscopic rotations
until gravity/mass eventually wins. The crankshaft is
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In this example, we
enter from inverted.
Make sure you have
plenty of altitude.

very similar to a knife edge spin as far as inputs are
concerned. However, the entry is less forgiving than
a knife edge spin and energy needs to be more carefully managed. I suggest experimenting with different
inputs in a knife edge spin to optimize rotation. Try
entering at full throttle and try entering at close to
idle. You will then find what you need to do for each
in order to keep the airplane rotating in that knife
edge spin. Although a giant scale airplane is fine for
practicing this, I would suggest using a 48”-60” EXP at
first because of two reasons: 1) everything happens a
bit quicker and more aggressive regarding inputs and
timing (will possibly be easier with a larger airframe),
2) there is less wear on the airframe since it has less
mass. Keep in mind that even though these tumbles
look violent, they don’t have to be hard on the airframe. With that being said though, there is surely to
be some attempts that put more than necessary forces
on the airframe when learning.

Add full down elevator,
left rudder, and left
aileron. The amount of aileron
and rudder is something you
have to experiment to find.

3

Reduce rudder, continue
to hold full elevator.

Although I am not a full scale pilot by any means, I
sometimes use a full scale analogy when telling people about a crankshaft or knife edge spin. When a full
scale pilot enters a standard spin and the time comes
to recover, more than likely they will not add power
right away to recover from the spin. If power is added during a spin without a change in control surface
input, chances are the spin rate will increase.
The same idea applies to a crankshaft. Adding
power within the first half rotation to first full rotation
will usually increase the rotation rate. Of course, none
of this will apply though if the control surface inputs
are incorrect. The amount of rudder input on crankshaft entry will dictate the amount of aileron needed
to keep rotation later on in the maneuver. If rotating
with left rudder and left aileron, too much rudder on
entry will often result in the need to add significant
right aileron in the middle of the tumble. Too little
rudder will often result in the need to add significant
left aileron in the middle of the tumble. Obviously the
key is to find the perfect amount of rudder and aileron
input on entry, and I’ve noticed this is different for
every airplane.
I sincerely hope that this brief description of technique will speed up the process of learning to crankshaft and also give a more clear understanding.
-Team Extreme pilot Jase Dussia is the current
reigning champion of the XFCv2 Freestyle, the Clover
Creek Invitational Freestyle, and the Tucson Shootout
Freestyle. He travels worldwide, competing and flying
demonstrations for fans.

I N N O V A T I O N S

JTA Innovations introduces the newest
addition to the line of ultra-high performance indoor/outdoor foam aircraft
- the EXTRA JD. Designed by aerobatic champion Jase Dussia, the Extra JD
will stun you with big-plane performance you never thought possible in
a flat foamy. Prepare to be amazed.

www.JTAInnovations.com
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Experiment with throttle to
find the right amount for
best rotation.

Because we used the
right amount of rudder
on entry, no big aileron
corrections are needed.

6
Once you nail the entry
and get the correct
throttle, you’ll get plenty of rotations.

The new 104 Extra NG is the first Extreme Flight aircraft
to feature an in-depth video for assembly and setup.

The new 104” Extra NG

The latest effort from the design team of Walter
Extra and Mirco Pecorari, the Extra NG is a stunning
take on the modern aerobatic machine. Extreme
Flight obtained official licensing to reproduce this
gorgeous aircraft for the modeling community.
Our design team retained the sleek lines, racy
appearance and cosmetic details of the full scale
NG while gently pulling and stretching the outline
to make it an amazing flying model aircraft. Team
Extreme pilot Jase Dussia describes the NG as
possessing the best elements of the EF Laser and Slick
580, two aircraft that reside at the pinnacle of modern
RC aerobatic flight. As such, the Extreme Flight Extra
NG is a completely unlimited high-performance
airframe capable of dominating at the highest levels of
invitational aerobatic competition.
Loaded with our latest tech, the NG is a study in
state-of-the-art RC aircraft design with the use of
advanced space age composite laminates that Extreme

Flight pioneered over a decade ago and has continued
to refine with each new release. The NG airframe
is among the lightest weight and highest strength of
anything currently available. It features our quick
mount wing, stab and canopy attachment system and
removable rudder, allowing the NG to be assembled
and disassembled at the flying field in record time and
transported in a modest sized vehicle.
The Extra NG features 2 gorgeous color schemes,
one is the red/silver scheme from the full scale NG,
the second a high visibility blue/white/cub yellow/
silver scheme, both rendered in standard Ultracote
fashion. G10 composite control horns, titanium
turnbuckles and genuine Dubro ball links are featured
in the competition level hardware package along with
carbon fiber wing and stab tubes, landing gear and
tailwheel assembly.
Step into the future of aerobatic flight with the
Extreme Flight Extra NG!

The 104 Extra NG is the subject of a three-part video
presentation on the Extreme Flight YouTube channel,
designed to help new pilots through assembling their
first 35% aircrtaft, and show experienced pilots how to
achieve a competition-grade setup. The Extreme Flight
crew traveled to Michigan to the Dussia workshop to
film every aspect of their championship-winning setup
procedure.
“This setup has been arrived at over ten years of
practice and competition,” said Jase Dussia, “and
practice flights aren’t any easier than compeition
flights. We put a lot of abuse on our Extreme Flight
airframes.” Jase’s crewchief and dad, John, added,
“We know what works for us, and we’re glad
to explain it to everyone.”
The video presentation, titled “No Secrets”
and runnng a little over two hours in length,
covers basic assembly items and techniques,
discusses Jase and John’s favorite tools and
products, and covers their settings for Freestyle
flying, which is a mix of precision, 3D, and XA
styles.
“I think this offers a lot more to the customer
than a traditional paper manual,” said Extreme
Flight president Chris Hinson. “If a picture is
worth a thousand words, what’s a two hour
instructional video from the workshop of the
winningest freestyle team of the last few years
worth?”

The final part of the video features a tour of Jase’s
winning 2019 airplane, the Extreme Flight 104” Laser
EXP.
“Good setup is mostly about patience,” Jase said. “It
may take some time and work to get your best setup,
but it’s totally worth it. We work hard on every single
part of the airplane, and that makes the difference.”
To find these videos, go to the Extra NG 104”
product page on the ExtremeFlightRC.com website
and look for the video links. John Dussia said, “We’re
really happy to invite everyone into our workshop.
We’re not professional actors, just RC enthusiasts, but
we’re glad to show you what works for us.”

